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DESIGN

Andrea Tinnes
JAHR

2011/2015 +
VARIANTEN

Burg Grotesk
Burg Grotesk Mono
Burg Condensed
Burg Lettern
Burg Symbole
FO R M AT

OpenType
FOUNDRY

typecuts

Die Burg Grotesk — sie ist die neue Hausschrift der Burg
Giebichenstein Kunsthochschule Halle und ist im Rahmen des
neuen visuellen Erscheinungsbildes der Hochschule entstanden. Die Burg Grotesk basiert auf der »PTL Roletta Sans«, einer
umfassenden runden Schriftfamilie aus dem Jahr 2010.
Im Gegensatz zur PTL Roletta Sans hat die Burg Grotesk gerade
Strichendungen, verbindet jedoch gleichermaßen eine gewisse
Funktionalität mit vielen verspielten Details. Die Versalien
sind etwas schmaler in ihrer Proportion, während die Kleinbuchstaben breiter laufen und in ihrem Duktus lebendiger sind.
Die Burg Grotesk besteht zur Zeit aus den Gewichten Regular,
Medium und Bold sowie einer schmalfetten und einer Monospace
Variante; weitere Gewichte mit ihren entsprechenden Kursiven
sind in Planung. Die einzelnen Fonts enthalten zahlreiche OpenType Funktionen wie Kapitälchen, verschiedene Ziffernsätze,
Standard- und kontextabhängige Ligaturen, alternative Zeichen
(verteilt über einzelne Formatsätze) sowie viele geometrische
Symbole und Pfeile. Darüber hinaus wird die Burg Grotesk von
den Burg Lettern und dem Burg Symbolfont begleitet.
Die Burg Grotesk steht allen Mitgliedern der Hochschule für
eine typografische Nutzung zur Verfügung.
R E G U L A R 1 3 / 1 7 pt
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I N FO R M AT I O N

C
BURG
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Die Burg Lettern — mit dem nun auch offiziellen Gebrauch
der umgangssprachlich verwendeten Kurzform »Burg« stärkt
die Kunsthochschule ihre Identität sowohl in der internen
als auch in der externen Kommunikation. Die vier Buchstaben
B–U–R–G fungieren dabei als markantes Signum, als Stempel und Markierung in unterschiedlichen Konstellationen und
Anwendungen, von sehr dezent bis laut und explosiv.
Die »Burg Lettern« bestehen aus soliden serifenlosen Versalien
in einem fetten Schriftschnitt. Sie sind eine direkte Ableitung der Kapitälchen der PTL Roletta Sans Black und haben
einen deutlichen visuellen Bezug zur Burg Grotesk.
Der Burg Symbolfont — als ein weiteres individuelles Gestaltungselement des neuen Erscheinungsbildes wurde der Burg
Symbolfont entwickelt. Er funktioniert als visuelle Sprache,
als Repertoire der Muster- und Strukturbildung, basierend auf
den geometrischen Grundformen des Burg Logos. Die verschiedenen Muster können immer wieder als sekundäres Gestaltungselement eingesetzt werden.
Das Burg Logo — ein elementarer Bestandteil des Erscheinungsbildes der Burg Giebichenstein Kunsthochschule Halle ist
das Burg Logo. Das Logo, welches von Herbert Post nach
einer Idee von Gerhardt Marcks gestaltet wurde und in den vergangenen 90 Jahren immer wieder leichte Veränderungen
erfuhr, wird ein weiteres Mal behutsam überarbeitet, und zwar
durch minimale optische Korrekturen und Strichstärkenoptimierungen und eine leichte »Öffnung« des dreieckigen Daches.
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BURG GROTESK DESIGN
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BURG GROTESK VARIANTEN
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BURG GROTESK

REGULAR 20/23,5 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and
for the artist alike there are three stages in the
study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows
nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and
is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of
the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is
prone to transfer his affection from the art to the
detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate
a rule or employ a device about which he knows.
It is in this second stage that all really bad art
is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and
for the artist alike there are three stages in the
study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows
nothing about it. In the second he is learning,
and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of
the pride, of his growing knowledge that he
is prone to transfer his affection from the art to
the detail and processes of the art, sometimes
doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which
he knows. It is in this second stage that all really
bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the art-
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BURG GROTESK

REGULAR 9/12 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages in
the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is
learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the detail and processes of
the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or
employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all really bad art
is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes
to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the profane;
and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself. The rules and devices
and technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is the
making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the rule as he pleases, because
they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them,
be they rules even against consecutive fifths, or soliloquies, or want of »truth to purpose«,
to the final test, which is whether he likes the things or does not like it. It should not dare to
write an article for The Fleuron were I not still closely shut up, so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and only beginning to peep eagerly over the high wall
between that and the second stage, a wall which a man had better not begin to climb unless
R E G U L A R 9 / 1 2 p t , A LT E R N A T E S

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages
in the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second
he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate
a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that
all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage
also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less
shared, by the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself.
The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of the
true purpose, which is the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the rule
as he pleases, because they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur may
drive clean through them, be they rules even against consecutive fifths, or soliloquies,
or want of »truth to purpose«, to the final test, which is whether he likes the things or does
not like it. It should not dare to write an article for The Fleuron were I not still closely
shut up, so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and only beginning to
peep eagerly over the high wall between that and the second stage, a wall which a man
REGULAR 12/16 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike
there are three stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves
it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is so
full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art
to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ
a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is
mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the profane;
and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself.
The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their place as
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BURG GROTESK

MEDIUM 20/23,5 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and
for the artist alike there are three stages in the
study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows
nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and
is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of
the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is
prone to transfer his affection from the art to the
detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate
a rule or employ a device about which he knows.
It is in this second stage that all really bad art is
produced, in painting, acting, building, and
whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and
for the artist alike there are three stages in the
study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows
nothing about it. In the second he is learning,
and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also
of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he
is prone to transfer his affection from the art to
the detail and processes of the art, sometimes
doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which
he knows. It is in this second stage that all really
bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the
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BURG GROTESK

MEDIUM 9/12 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages
in the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second
he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate
a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also
the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared,
by the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself. The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of the true
purpose, which is the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the rule as
he pleases, because they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur may drive
clean through them, be they rules even against consecutive fifths, or soliloquies, or want of
»truth to purpose«, to the final test, which is whether he likes the things or does not
like it. It should not dare to write an article for The Fleuron were I not still closely shut up,
so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and only beginning to peep
eagerly over the high wall between that and the second stage, a wall which a man had betM E D I U M 9 / 1 2 p t , A LT E R N A T E S

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages
in the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second
he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate
a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that
all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage
also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less
shared, by the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself.
The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of the
true purpose, which is the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats
the rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur
may drive clean through them, be they rules even against consecutive fifths, or soliloquies, or want of »truth to purpose«, to the final test, which is whether he likes the things
or does not like it. It should not dare to write an article for The Fleuron were I not
still closely shut up, so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and only
beginning to peep eagerly over the high wall between that and the second stage, a
MEDIUM 12/16 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike
there are three stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves
it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is so
full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art
to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ
a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is
mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the profane;
and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself.
The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their place as
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BURG GROTESK

BOLD 20/23,5 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and
for the artist alike there are three stages in
the study of an art. In the first he loves it and
knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps
also of the pride, of his growing knowledge
that he is prone to transfer his affection from the
art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it
may illustrate a rule or employ a device about
which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art is produced, in painting, acting,
building, and whatever else. In this stage also the
B O L D 2 0 / 2 3 , 5 p t , A LT E R N A T E S

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and
for the artist alike there are three stages in
the study of an art. In the first he loves it and
knows nothing about it. In the second he
is learning, and is so full of the consciousness,
perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection
from the art to the detail and processes of
the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work
because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all really bad art is produced, in
painting, acting, building, and whatever else.
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BURG GROTESK
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages
in the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second
he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate
a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art in produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less
shared, by the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself.
The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of
the true purpose, which is the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats
the rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them, be they rules even against consecutive fifths, or
soliloquies, or want of »truth to purpose«, to the final test, which is whether he likes the
things or does not like it. It should not dare to write an article for The Fleuron were I
not still closely shut up, so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and
only beginning to peep eagerly over the high wall between that and the second stage,
B O L D 9 / 1 2 p t , A LT E R N A T E S

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three
stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the
second he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride,
of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the
detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it
may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in
this second stage that all really bad art in produced, in painting, acting, building, and
whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery,
not to be approached, still less shared, by the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left
out in the cold, revenge himself. The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their
place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is the making and enjoying of
beautiful things. The artist treats the rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed
into his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them, be they rules even
against consecutive fifths, or soliloquies, or want of »truth to purpose«, to the final test,
which is whether he likes the things or does not like it. It should not dare to write
an article for The Fleuron were I not still closely shut up, so far as the art of printing is
concerned, in the first stage, and only beginning to peep eagerly over the high wall
BOLD 12/16 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike
there are three stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves
it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is
so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from
the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or
praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage
that all really bad art in produced, in painting, acting, building, and
what ever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that
his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the
profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge
himself. The rules and devices and technicalities fall into their
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BURG GROTESK

CONDENSED BOLD 83 pt

Burg Grotesk
Cond. Bold

CONDENSED BOLD 40 pt
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pqr�stuvwxyyz
abcdefghiijklmno
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01234567890:;&§¶%!?
CONDENSED BOLD 11 pt
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BURG GROTESK

CONDENSED BOLD 20/22,5 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the
artist alike there are three stages in the study of an
art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it.
In the second he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the
art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes
doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule
or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this
second stage that all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage
also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not
to be approached, still less shared, by the profane; and
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for
the artist alike there are three stages in the study of an
art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about
it. In the second he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing
knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from
the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he knows.
It is in this second stage that all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else.
In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art
is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared,
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BURG GROTESK

CONDENSED BOLD 9/12 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages in the study
of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is so
full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer
his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad
work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this
stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the
profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself. The rules and devices and
technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is the making and
enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed into
his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them, be they rules even against consecutive
fifths, or soliloquies, or want of »truth to purpose«, to the final test, which is whether he likes the things
or does not like it. It should not dare to write an article for The Fleuron were I not still closely shut
up, so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and only beginning to peep eagerly over
the high wall between that and the second stage, a wall which a man had better not begin to climb
unless he is determined to win, by his labour and keenness, the right to pass over into the third stage.
The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages in the study
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages in the study
of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is so
full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer
his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad
work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this
stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by
the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold, revenge himself. The rules and devices
and technicalities fall into their place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is the making and
enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed
into his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them, be they rules even against consecutive fifths, or soliloquies, or want of »truth to purpose«, to the final test, which is whether he likes
the things or does not like it. It should not dare to write an article for The Fleuron were I not still closely
shut up, so far as the art of printing is concerned, in the first stage, and only beginning to peep eagerly over the high wall between that and the second stage, a wall which a man had better not begin
to climb unless he is determined to win, by his labour and keenness, the right to pass over into the third
The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there are three stages in the study
CONDENSED BOLD 12/16 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike there
are three stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and is so full of the consciousness,
perhaps also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or
employ a device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that
all really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and what ever else.
In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that his art is mystery, not to be
approached, still less shared, by the profane; and in this stage the amateur, left
out in the cold, revenge himself. The rules and devices and technicalities
fall into their place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the rule as he pleases,
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BURG MONO

R EG U L A R + I TA L I C 83 pt

Burg Grotesk
Mono Italic
REGULAR 40 pt
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BURG MONO

R EG U L A R + I TA L I C 18/23,5 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur
and for the artist alike there are three
stages in the study of an art. In the
first he loves it and knows nothing about
it. In the second he is learning, and is
so full of the consciousness, perhaps
also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his
affection from the art to the detail and
processes of the art, sometimes doing
or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about
which he knows. It is in this second
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur
and for the artist alike there are three
stages in the study of an art. In the
first he loves it and knows nothing about
it. In the second he is learning, and is
so full of the consciousness, perhaps
also of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his
affection from the art to the detail and
processes of the art, sometimes doing
or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about
which he knows. It is in this second
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BURG MONO

R EG U L A R + I TA L I C 9/ 1 2 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike
there are three stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves
it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and
is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his
growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from
the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing
or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a
device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that
his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the
profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold,
revenge himself. The rules and devices and technicalities fall into
their place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is
the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the
rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them, be they rules
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The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for the artist alike
there are three stages in the study of an art. In the first he loves
it and knows nothing about it. In the second he is learning, and
is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also of the pride, of his
growing knowledge that he is prone to transfer his affection from
the art to the detail and processes of the art, sometimes doing
or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a
device about which he knows. It is in this second stage that all
really bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the artist likes to pretend that
his art is mystery, not to be approached, still less shared, by the
profane; and in this stage the amateur, left out in the cold,
revenge himself. The rules and devices and technicalities fall into
their place as the mere material of the true purpose, which is
the making and enjoying of beautiful things. The artist treats the
rule as he pleases, because they are now absorbed into his consciousness: the amateur may drive clean through them, be they rules
R EG U L A R + I TA L I C 1 2/ 16 pt

The Amateur and Printing: For the amateur and for
the artist alike there are three stages in the
study of an art. In the first he loves it and knows
nothing about it. In the second he is learning,
and is so full of the consciousness, perhaps also
of the pride, of his growing knowledge that he
is prone to transfer his affection from the art to
the detail and processes of the art, sometimes
doing or praising bad work because it may illustrate a rule or employ a device about which he
knows. It is in this second stage that all really
bad art is produced, in painting, acting, building, and whatever else. In this stage also the art
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Großbuchstaben

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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O P E N Y T P E F E AT U R E S

DEAKTIVIERT

AKTIVIERT

Schreibungsabhängig
höhergestellte Zeichen

»Hamburge-fontives«

→

»HAMBURGE-FONTIVES«

Großbuchstaben

Hamburgefontives

→

HAMBURGEFONTIVES

Standardligaturen

Hamburgefintifles

→

Hamburgefintifles

Kontextbedingte Ligaturen

speichel ist oft gift
→ speichel ist oft gift
affin attest action www.site		 affin attest action www.site

Versalziffern
Standard Ziffern

13.05.1984

→

13.05.1984

Tabelle Versalziffern

13.05.1984

→

13.05.1984

Mediävalziffern

13.05.1984

→

13.05.1984

Tabelle Mediävalziffern

13.05.1984

→

13.05.1984

Hochgestellte Zeichen

Handglove2(N+X)

→

Handglove2(N+X)

Tiefgestellte Zeichen

H20 CO2

→

H₂0 CO₂

Zähler

Handglove123

→

Handglove123

Nenner

Handglove123

→

Handglove123

Brüche

123/456

→

123/456
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O P E N Y T P E F E AT U R E S

DEAKTIVIERT

AKTIVIERT

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 1
Alternativ: a

Hamburgefontives
→ Hamburgefontives
alive and kicking		alive and kicking

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 2
Alternativ: g

Hamburgefont
→ Hamburgefont
typographic gift		 typographic gift

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 3
Alternativ: I, i, j, r, i

Iamburgejfontiv iam
→	Iamburgejfontiv iam
Interface design job firm		Interface design job firm

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 4
Alternativ: f

Hamburgefontives
→ Hamburgefontives
featuring films on craft		featuring films on craft

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 5
Alternativ: y

Hamburgefontyves
→ Hamburgefontyves
typographic gymnastics		 typographic gymnastics

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 6
Alternativ: ¶, [, ], {, }

¶ [{Hamburgefontives}]

→

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 7
Alternativ: |

|Hamburgefontives|

→	|Hamburgefontives|

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 8
Alternativ: &

Hamburge & fontives

→

Hamburge & fontives

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 9
Alternativ: &

Hamburge & fontives

→

Hamburge & fontives

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 10
Alternativ: 0

Hamburg 00

→

Hamburg 00

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 11
Alternativ: 1

Hamburg 11

→

Hamburg 11

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 12
Alternativ: Arrow

Hamburg →

→

Hamburg →

Formatsatz/Stylistic Set 13
Alternativ: Arrow

Hamburg →

→

Hamburg →
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LANGUAGE SUPPORT

Albanian, Basque, Cornish, Dutch, Danish, English, Faroese, Filipino, Finnish, French,
Frisian West, Galician, German, Icelandic, Indonesian, Interlingua, Irish, Italian,
Kinyarwanda, Malay, Manx, Norwegian (Bokmål and Nynorsk), Oromo, Portuguese,
Somali, Sotho (Northern and Southern) Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tsonga, Xhosa, Zulu

CO D E PAG E S

MacOS: MacOS Icelandic, MacOS Roman
MS Windows: MS Windows 1252 Western (ANSI)
ISO: ISO 8859-1 Latin 1 (Western)
IBM: IBM 37 United States EBCDIC (IBM-28709), IBM 273 Germany EBCDIC, IBM 278
Finland, Sweden EBCDIC, IBM 280 Italy EBCDIC, IBM 284 Spain, Latin America EBCDIC,
IBM 285 United Kingdom EBCDIC, IBM 297 France EBCDIC, IBM 500 International EBCDIC,
IBM 871 Icelandic EBCDIC, IBM 1047 Open Systems EBCDIC

EULA

Die Lizenz gewährt das Recht, die Fontsoftware auf einer lizenzierten Einheit zu
installieren und digital zu nutzen. Sie sind berechtigt, von der Fontsoftware eine Sicherheitskopie für Archivzwecke anzulegen, über die Sie frei verfügen können.
Sie sind berechtigt, eine digitale Kopie der in einem Dokument enhaltenen Fontsoftware an kommerzielle Druckbetriebe und Reproanstalten zum alleinigen Zwecke des
Drucks des Dokumentes weiterzugeben. Sie sind berechtigt, die Fontsoftware, in ein
Dokument zum alleinigen Zwecke der Ansicht oder des Ausdrucks des Dokuments einzubetten.
Sie erkennen an, dass die Software durch das us-amerikanische Urheberrecht, durch
die Urheberrechte anderer Länder sowie durch internationale Vereinbarungen geschützt
ist. Sie verpflichten sich, die Software auf dieselbe Weise wie anderes urheberrechtliches Material zu behandeln.
Sie sind nicht berechtigt, die Software zu vervielfältigen.
Weiterhin sind Sie nicht berechtigt, die Fontsoftware zum geschäftlichen Gebrauch,
bzw. zum Weiterverkauf oder zur Abgabe and Dritte zu verändern oder abzuwandeln.
Solche Zwecke bedürfen der schriftliche Genehmigung durch Andrea Tinnes / typecuts.
Sie sind nicht berechtigt, die Fontsoftware oder Kopien davon, anders als es dieser
Vertrag gestattet, zu vermieten, zu verleihen, unterzulizenzieren, weiterzugeben oder
auf irgendeine andere Weise weiter zu vertreiben.
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